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RUMBLE!RUMBLE!
Welcome to Rumble! a 2-6 player fast paced deck building card & dice game that will pit you against your 

friends, enemies…and loved ones, in a fist thwomping, furious foot kicking, and tactic filled battle that will 

either leave you in the flame and woes of  defeat or triumphantly fist pumping into epic glory! Will you be the 

Ultimate Victor? The only way to claim victory is to identify your first foe(s) and challenge them to…RUMBLE!
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Start with the End in mind: 

To achieve victory in Rumble! and be declared the Ultimate Victor, a player must 
be the first to earn 3-5 Victory Points (VP’s), as pre-determined by all players 
before the game begins. Players may choose to set the amount of  VP’s to 
whatever number they choose (1-15), dependent upon how long of  a game they 
want to set. For games that will last anywhere from 10-30 minutes, 3-5 VP’s is the 
recommended Win Condition.

Getting Started: 

Rumble! is a fast paced deck building card & dice game that will require you to 
act fast, think on your feet and roll for your life!

To begin, all players must agree on the style of  game they wish to play. They may 
choose either Classic, Modern or Epic mode. Each mode has it’s own set of  rules, 
each building upon the previous. 

For new players, we recommend starting on Classic mode to learn the basic 
game mechanics.  If  you are used to playing deck building and dice games, you 
may find Modern mode more suited to your fancy. If  you want the full game, which 
to Us is the most enjoyable, Epic mode is probably the challenge you’re looking to 
geek out on.

Becoming Familiar With the Components:

• 2 Copies of 1 Unique Rumble Deck of 
Cards for you and a friend to use either 
in Mirrored or Unique play

• 2 Different Stylized D6, one for each 
potential player

• 2 Battlefield Maps for new players to 
use while learning to play

• 25 Yellow Chits – Used to Represent 
Victory Points

• 8Blue & 8Red Chits – Used to Represent 
Modified Combat Values

We know that depending on where you are and who you’re 
with you may want to augment your game play to ease flow or 
boost your enjoyment! That’s why we built in different Modes of 
play.  Whether you want to go all out with your gaming groups, 
or sit back and relax with grandma and the fam, our carefully 
crafted 3-in-1 Modes® of gameplay allow you to enjoy Rumble!® 
at a multitude of levels with a diverse group of players. We hope 
you enjoy!
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Scoring VP’s in All Modes: 

In All Modes, the Object of  the Game is to either an Opponents Commander or 
your own Commander to a . Either action gains a player 1VP.  The total number of  
VP’s needed to meet the Win Condition is determined by all players before the game begins.

Game Set Up:

Classic & Regular Mode: Each player selects one 28 card deck from the box. This becomes 
that players deck for the rest of  the game. Each player shuffles and places their deck face 
down in front of  them.

Epic Mode: Each player may build their own unique 28 card deck from whatever cards are 
available, as long as their deck contains no duplicates (unless allowed by a power) and 
conforms to the :

11 Warrior Cards (Silver Outline)

11 Champion Cards (Gold Outline) 

6 Tactic Cards (Green Outline)  

The Three Phases of Gameplay:

Phase 1 – Draw 

Phase 2 – Attack

Phase 3 – Reset

Types of Cards:
Warriors (Character)

Champions (Character)

Tactic (Power/Strategy)
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Understanding Card Types, Powers and Tactics: 

In Classic Mode, ignore Character Powers and only one Tactic Card can be 
Activated per player per turn. 

– A Warrior is Trained to be primarily an or a , as 
indicated by where their Power is placed on their card. Powers are 
placed next to the Red Target Symbol and Powers are placed next 
to the Blue Shield Symbol. However, each will be called to fulfill the others
duties if  they are not placed into the correct Battle Station they were ‘Trained’
for.  Meaning, any Character can become either or .

In Modern and Epic Modes: 

When a Warrior is placed into their correct Battle Station their Power (text on their 
card) becomes Automatically Activated. If a Warrior is not placed into their correct 
Battle Station their Power becomes Inactive. If a Warrior is placed in the 
Battle Station their power is Inactive, but they gain +1 Ability Point, which can be used 
to either: Activate a currently Inactive Power or to Activate a Tactic card in a player’s 

.

– A Champion is also ‘Trained’, like Warriors, and can be either an 
or .

In Modern and Epic Modes: 

Champion’s are utilized the greatest in the Battle Station. If a Champion 
is placed in the Battle Station their power is Inactive, but they gain +2 
Ability Points, which can be used to either: Activate a currently Inactive Power or to 
Activate a Tactic card in a player’s .

– Tactic cards grant strategic bonuses. 

In Modern and Epic Modes: 

Tactic Cards MUST be Activated with the Commander’s Ability Point(s). More than 1 
Tactic may be Activated per turn.
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Types of Powers:

But Gains +2 Ability Points:

Can be used to Activate

any ‘Inactive’ Power

or to Activate a Tactic card

in a player’s 

Character Power

becomes 

‘Inactive’



The Three Phases of Game Play:

After selecting your deck & die, and have read Understanding Card Types and Powers shuffle and 

place your deck face down in front of you.  This becomes your 

When all players have their decks in place, one player becomes the Designated Round Starter

(DRS) that will start the round by declaring, RUMBLE!.  When the DRS begins the round, each player 

must draw 1 card from the top of their and decide where they want to Station them on 

their Battlefield (See Fig on Right). 

After the first card is placed face up in an Unoccupied Station, the player may then select another 1 

card from the top of their and decide where to place it in their remaining Unoccupied 

Station(s). This action continues until all three Battle Stations are filled. 

Whenever a player happens to draw a Tactic Card from their deck, the player may place the Tactic 

Card face down into their , to be used in the future, and then may redraw another card 

from their . 

When a player has all 3 of their Battle Stations filled, they must call out their order of completion (ex. 

The first player ready calls out ‘first’, the second ‘second’, and so on). The first to be ready for 

battle gains Initiative and becomes the first to make an Attack. Play then proceeds to the left. 

In Modern and Epic Modes: 

All players, except for the last player to be ready for battle, gain access to the Common 

Arsenal Deck (CAD) and may draw one card - placing it next to their Commander – and they 

may use the Power indicated for ‘Free’ this turn. The last player ready for battle rolls 1D6 and 

on the result of a 5 or 6, they may Hunker Down have their Attacker become a second 

Defender, forgoing their ability to attack that round.

Hint: Filling your Battle Stations first may give you an advantage with Initiative, but rushing too 

quickly can cause you to miss out on strategic decisions.

Phase 2 – Attack:

Phase 3 – Reset:

A Players Battlefield Setup:

Attack 

Station
Defense 

Station

Com. 

Station

Discard

Pile

Side 

Hand
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The Three Phases of Game Play:

Phase 1 – Draw: 

In All Modes: the Attack Phase begins with the First player to gain Initiative
and ends after all players have made their attack or there are no more 
Commanders left to KO.  During the Attack Phase each player must select an 
Enemy with a Non-KO’d Commander to Attack. 

In Classic Mode, after choosing an Enemy, roll 1D6 and add the result to their 
Attack Value to form their Total Attack Value and then compare the result to 
their Enemy’s Total Defense Value. All rules pertaining to D6 Rolls are found 
on Page 9.

In Modern and Epic Modes: before choosing an opponent, the active 
player may Activate any Powers and/or Tactics they have. Once an 
opponent is chosen, the Defender Activates their Powers and/or 
Tactics, then the Attacker may activate any remaining attack Powers 
and/or Tactics before the attack is made. 

If  the combined Total Attack Value is higher than the Enemy’s Total Defense 
Value, the Defending Commander is KO’d, and the Attacking player scores 
1VP and the KO’d Commander is placed in the KO’d pile.  

If  the Attack is lower than the Enemy’s Defense Value, it fails, and the 
Defending Commander gains , which allows them to immediately 
boost either their current Attack or Defense Value by +1. 

If  an Attack results in a with the Defender, each player in the                    
battle goes to WAR. All rules pertaining to WAR are found on Page 9.

If  anyone in the Commander Battle Station survives 3 Attacks,                                    
they immediately promote to . The player that promotes                           
a Warrior or Champion to General scores 1VP and that General                           
is placed in the General’s pile. 

Phase 3 – Reset:
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4

5

KO’d

7

3

Survives

And

Gains 

+1 Rank

Total

Attack 

Value:

4+2=6

6>5 = Hit!

Total

Attack 

Value:

6<7 = Miss!

In this example, Player 1 is Attacking 

an Enemy and has an Attack Value of 

’4’, as indicated on their Attacker’s 

Card. Combined with their 1D6 Roll of 

‘2’, Player 1 has a Total Attack Value 

of ’5’. Their Enemy only has a Defense 

Value of ’5’, so Player 1 KO’s their 

Enemies Leader and gains +1VP.

In this example, Player 2 is Attacking 

an Enemy and has an Attack Value of 

‘3’, as indicated on their Attacker’s 

Card. Combined with their 1D6 Roll of 

‘3’, Player 2 has a Total Attack Value 

of ’6’.

Their Enemy has a Defense Value of 

‘7’, so they Miss, and their Enemy 

Commander gains +1 Rank. 

3+3=6



The Three Phases of Game Play:

Phase 1 – Draw: 

Phase 2 – Attack:

After all Attacks have been made, any Warriors or Champions left in the Attack or 
Defense Battle Stations are put back on the bottom of  a players . 

Any Tactic Cards that were utilized are put into the players Discard Pile.  Any 
unused Tactic Cards stay in the players to be utilized in future rounds.

Any Character in the Battle Station that survived the Round stays in 
position and is returned to the players . 

After all cards are placed into their respective Piles, each player shuffles their 
and prepares themselves for the next Round.  After all players are 

ready to proceed, the player to the left of  the last DRS becomes the new DRS and 
begins the next Round by declaring, “RUMBLE!”

Summary Outline:

Classic Mode: Normal 3 Phases of  Game Play. Ignore all Powers. 1 Tactic may be 
used (if  available) each round for free.

Modern and Epic Mode: Advanced 3 Phases of  Game Play. Utilizes all Powers. 
More than 1 Tactic Card can be played each Round, and Tactics MUST be 
Activated with Commander’s Ability Point(s). 

Epic Mode: Has additional Augmentations to gameplay that can be found on Page 
10. 
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A Players Battlefield Setup:

Attack 

Station
Defense 

Station

Com. 

Station

Discard

Pile

Side 

Hand



Rules for WAR in All Modes :

When a WAR occurs, both players Draw the Top Card from their , this Card becomes their New WAR 
Character for this battle (ignore all Characters, Ranks, Powers and Abilities that occurred before WAR began). 
If  a Tactic Card is Drawn, show it to everyone and you may either allow both players to use it during this WAR
for free or Discard the Tactic Card, then Redraw. When both players have their new WAR Characters ready, the 
Original Attacking player makes an Attack with their new WAR Character’s Attack Value during this Attack. The 
Defending player uses their new WAR  Character’s Defense Value during this Attack. Attack proceeds as 
normal. 

Once the Original Attacking player finishes their WAR Attack, the Defending player then gets to make an Attack 
back against their Enemy, using both players WAR Characters for battle.

If  another occurs at any point in this process, all Actions and Immediately go to WAR. After a WAR 
occurs, place any characters drawn for WAR in the corresponding players DISCARD PILE! 

Rules for Rolling D6 in All Modes:

During any Attack Roll, the Attacker will Roll 1D6 and add that value to their Attack Value to determine their 
Total Attack Value.

In some instances, players may find that their Enemy’s Defense Value is higher than any combination their 
Attack Value and D6 roll can form.  Likewise, some players may find that their Defense Value is far lower than 
their Enemy’s current Attack Value, and no matter what they roll on the D6, they will hit. 

Fear not! As in the real world, miraculous things can happen in Battle and that is why when either Attacking or 
Defending, your Warriors and Champions can either have an Epic Fail, or Epic Hit!

Epic Fail: results when a player rolls a 1 on their D6 roll.  No matter what their Total Attack Value is, a roll of  a 1 
Automatically Misses the target of  the Attack.

Epic Hit: results when a player rolls a 6 on their D6 roll.  No matter what their opponents Total Defense Value is, 
a roll of  a 6 Automatically Hits the target of  the Attack.
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Epic Fail:

Attack

Automatically

Misses

Epic Hit:

Attack 

Automatically

Succeeds!



Mode Further Gameplay Augmentation:

At the beginning of  the game each player shuffles their deck and deals their top 3 cards into the CAD.  
After each player’s cards have been added, shuffle the CAD. 

All but the last player to complete their Draw Phase by filling in all Battle Stations may take a CAD card 
and utilize the Power on the card Free this round. If  the CAD card is unfavorable, the player that would 
take this card, may give it to an Enemy who has not finished filling their Battle Stations.  

After the round is finished, all CAD cards are returned to the CAD Discard Pile. When all CAD Cards 
have been used, reshuffle the CAD Discard Pile.

Each Character Card has anywhere from 1 to 3 Synergy Symbols located at the bottom of  their card.  
When all three of  your Character cards on the Battlefield share at least 1 Synergy Symbol, your 
Characters can utilize their Synergy Power. If  your Characters don’t share any Synergy Symbols you 
may pick one. Each Synergy Power has it’s own unique effect. Here are some examples you will find in 
this set: 

Green – grants +1 Ability Point to you Leader

Blue – grants -1 to current Enemy’s Defense Value

Red – grants +1 to current D6 Attack Value. This will change a 1 (Epic Miss) into a 2,      

and a 5 into a 6 (Epic Hit)

Anytime a player’s Character Card has been promoted to , the acting Commander may utilize 
their Ability Point to activate their Power found on their card.
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Synergy

Symbols



As in all games, sometimes conflicts arise amongst rules and rule interpreters. In all cases 
in Rumble!, if  a Card says it can do something, it overrides the rulebook. 

Feel free to add and subtract elements of  gameplay to suit your needs. Some Epic game 
elements are fun to play in Modern Mode, and adding any element to Classic Mode, 

instantly invites new gamers into a more challenging battle.

If  players cannot agree on a ruling found in the rulebook, they may freely negotiate how 
they wish to resolve the issue and how they want to proceed. If  no agreement can be found, 

immediately go to WAR! Whoever wins gets to decide.

Above all, have fun, treat each other right and remember…it’s not just a game, it’s about 
community and unique, equitable fair play…test your wit and strategy, not your pocketbook 

and vocal chords.
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1 Point allocated to a Leader to use to 

activate an Unavailable Power or Tactic Card

An Item found in the Common Arsenal Deck (CAD)

The Player that is making an Attack

The Phase of  the Game that occurs after the Draw 

Phase, in which players chose Enemy’s and make 

Attacks

The Value on a Character Card that is within the Red 

Target Symbol

When a Character Card, Power or Tactic is 

Auto-Activated it is Activated for Free

Includes a Player’s Attack, Defense and Leader 

Battle Stations

The locations on the Battlefield where Character Cards 

are placed during the Draw Phase. See the Figure on 

Page 6 or 8

(Common Arsenal Deck) A Deck that allows players to 

earn extra Powers and Tactics when they are among the first

to be prepared for battle

The top 3 Cards players deal from their

Draw Piles at the beginning of  Modern and Epic games to 

form the CAD

After a CAD Card has been used it is placed next to the 

CAD to form a Discard Pile

A Character Card that generally has better Powers or

Numbers, and receives +2 Ability Points when in the 

Commander Battle Station

The Introductory method of  gameplay, which has players

go through gameplay without using Character Powers

Cards that consist of  Warriors and Champions, which get

played into Battle Stations on the Battlefield

A Character Card that is placed into the Command Battle 

Station

A Roll made using 1 six sided die.
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A Character occupying the Defense Battle Station

The Value on a Character Card that is within the Blue

Shield Symbol

The Phase of  the Game that starts off  each Round, 

where Player’s fill their Battle Stations 1 Card at a time

The Deck of  Cards each player uses to pull Cards from

(Designated Round Starter) The Player that signals the

start of  a round by shouting(saying) RUMBLE!

The Deck of  Cards that a player puts Used Cards into that 

are not returnable to the Draw Pile

A player that another player chooses to Attack

Epic Fail happens on the Result of  a 1 on a D6 Attack Roll,

resulting in Automatic Miss. Epic Hit happens on the Result

of a 6 on a D6 Attack Roll, resulting in an Automatic Hit

The Advanced method of  gameplay, which has players

utilize all types of  and symbols on Cards, Powers, and 

Tactics.

The ability to use a Power or Tactic Card at no cost

A Player’s Commander that has survived 3 Attacks and is 

worth 1VP 

Allows a player to make the First Attack

A Commander that gets Hit is KO’d and the player to KO an

Enemy Commander gains 1VP

The Intermediate method of  gameplay, which has 

players utilize all Powers

The Text written on Character and Tactic Cards, which 

grant special abilities to a player during Battle

After a Commander survives 3 Attacks it is Promoted to a

General and sits in the General’s pile

After a Commander survives an Attack they gain Rank, which

allows them to increase either their Attack or Defense 

Value by +1. A Commander can only gain Rank twice, the 

third time they would gain Rank, instead they Promote
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The Total Value determined by adding the D6 

Roll and Character Attack Value (and any 

Powers or Tactics) together before a player 

makes their Attack

The Total Value determined by adding the a 

Characters Defense Value (and any Powers or 

Tactics) together before a player Defends 

against an Attack

Character Cards are Built or Trained to fit best 

in specific Battle Stations

A Power is not able to be used

A Battle Station without a Character Card in it

Given when a player KO’s an Enemy 

Commander or Promotes their Commander to

General. Used to determine the Winner of  the 

game

Piles of  cards that consist of  either KO’d 

Commanders or Promoted Generals. Each 

player keeps their own piles.

The Phase of  the game that occurs after the Attack 

Phase, in which players return cards to their respective 

piles and ready themselves for the next Round

Every Round players follow the Three Phases of  

Gameplay, then start again until there is a Winner

(Rumble General Format) is the Format that must be 

followed when building Unique Decks. See Page 4.

Used to store any Tactic Cards a player pulls during the 

Draw Phase of  gameplay

The Power gained from having all 3 Characters on your 

Battlefield share a Synergy Symbol or by having none of

them share any Synergy Symbols 

Synergy Symbols are located on the bottom of  a

Character Card and under special conditions grant 

extra Powers 

Used as Powers to help modify your teams chances of  

staying alive and KO’ing Enemies
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When a player Ties during a Battle, both players go to WAR, where both players get to make Attacks against each other

When players goes to WAR they cant use any Powers or Tactics, unless a Tactic is drawn during WAR, then both players may use 

that Tactic if  the player that draws it decides they want to, otherwise the Tactic is discarded and all Attacks only use Character 

Card Attack Values combined with 1D6 Roll

War Characters are Drawn when WAR is triggered, these Characters can only utilize their printed Attack and Defense Values 

during WAR Battle

A Character Card that generally has better Powers or Numbers, and receives +1 Ability Point when in the Commander Battle 

Station

The Conditions in which all players agree a Winner can be declared, usually when a player is the first to Score 3-5VP’s, but can be

customized to the players desired length of  play and according to their house rules
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